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LARGE SCALE SUPERFLUID PRACTICE* 

S . Caspi , C. Taylor, W. S. Gi lbert, W. Hassenzah l, J. Rechen and R. Warren 

INTRODUCTION 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of Ca liforni a 

Berkeley , CA 94720 

Since 1979 Lawrence Berkel e.Y Laborator'y has been testing superconducting 

magnets in He II. The 1 atm pressure , 1.8 K, He II , test facility, i s an 

integra l part of the LBL Research and Deve lopment proqram on hiqh field 

superconduct ing dipo l e magnets for partic l e acce l erators l1j . Some of the 

exper ience gained in this facility and the detai l s of its operation are 

reported here. 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILI TY 

The dewar i s based on the principle of the Claudet bath [2J and provides 

He II at 1. 8 K and 1 atm on a continuous bas i s . We report here on the dewar 

in the vertica l configuration [3J , Fiq . 1. The faci li ty was modified 

recently to accommodate horizontal magnets and a He II volume of UP to 400 

1 i ters L 4 J . 

Th e vert i ca l dewar cons i sted of a 28-£ He ch amber , a 142-£ He II 

chamber , ana a He I I refr i qeration system. The He I chamber is a heat inter-

cept for the magnet current leads and instrumentation wires , a liquid supply 

*This work was supported by t he Director, Office of Energy Resear ch, Office 
of High Energ'y and Nuclear Physics, High Energy Phys i cs Divis ion , U. S. Dept. 
of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 



for 1.8 K refrigeration, and an atmospheric pressure intercept for the lower 

He I I reservoir . The tube connecting the two chambers permits mass flow to 

maintain atmospheric pressure in the lower vesse l. During steady state 

operation, He I at 4.4 K and 1 atm is precoo l ed to about 2. 6 K in a counter 

flow heat exchanqer. It then expands throuqh a requlated Joule Thompson 

va lve, and exits at a vapor press ure correspondinq to about 1.75 K. 

Downstream , it exchanges heat with the 1.8 K He II reservoir, then precools 

the counterflow heat exchanger , and finally exits to a pump . 

Seven carbon qlass thermometer s were placed inside the dewar . In the 

upper ves se l, T2 and T1 were 1 and 10 mm from the bottom respectively . In 

the lower, He II, reservoir, the sensor s were mounted as fo ll ows (di s tances 

are below the top flange): T3 - 5 mm, T4 - 30 mm , T5 - 365 mm, T6 - 835 mm , 

and T7 - 1225 mm at the bottom of the dewar . The tenlperature was measured 

with an accuracy better than 5 mK below TA usin g an H.P. 9845 data acq ui

sition sys tem . 

COOLDOWN AND PRODUCTION OF He II 

During a typical coo l down the liquid in the region of the heat exchanqer 

reached \ (see Fig. 2) approximate l y three hours after the JT valve was 

se t into operation . Durinq this period, the liquid below the heat exchanger 

showed good mixing resulting in a t emperature difference T7 - T5 < 100 mK . 

Above the heat exchanger, the l iquid was staqnant and the t empera ture 

remained near 4 . 2 K. Temperature sensor T5 was th e fir st to reach r. and 

remained at \ until the rest of the liquid in the lower res ervo ir was 

coo l ed to \ . The expansion of thi s "lambda 1 iquid" is qravitational l y 

free and is caused by th e heat transfer process at th e He I - He II boundary . 

Hel i um I I expands upwards and dowmvards but at different rates because of the 



different bath temperatures in the two directions. Experimentally when the 

transition boundary passes a sensor location the measured temperature drops 

to r. and remains constant. The boundary is sharp, sensor T3 does not see 

the cold boundary approaching until the temperature at T4, which i s only 25 

mm away, has been at r. for some time. We estimate T3 remains around 4 K 

unti 1 the boundary is withi n 1 mm of the sensor. The boundary is thought to 

be even sharper than the 3 mm thickness of the sensors. The boundary veloc

ity between sensors T6 and T7 which start at Too = 2.2 K i s 2 mm/sec and 

between sensors T3 and T4 which s tart at Too = 4 K, is 0.1 mm/ sec . These 

values are typical but depend on the refrigeration power. An estimate on the 

thickness of the He II - He I boundary layer is repOrted in Ref. 5 . 

JOULE THOMSON (JT) EXPANSION VALVE 

The temperature across the JT valve during cool down is shown in 

Fig. 3. The upstream temperature depends on the heat exchange between the 

incoming He I liquid and the return cold vapor through the counterflow heat 

exchanger. The downstream temperature usually reflects the equilibrium 

between temperature and pressure according to the sa turation curve. Ourinq 

the initial cooldown period however, for a pressure less than 40 Torr, the 

downstream temoerature remains at -2.2 K reqardless of the pressure. This 

behavior changes when the lower reservoir drops below 2.6 K. At this time 

the downstream temperature falls abruptly to its equilibrium value of 1.8 K 

and any change in pressure is immediately reflected in a chanqe in the sat

uration temperature. Simultaneou s ly the upstream temperature levels off 

about 2 .6 K and, as long as this value i s maintained, the overall operation 

i s stab le. When the temoerature difference across the lower heat exc hanqer 

i s smal l (e.g. less than -100 mK) the counterflow heat exchanger cool s 
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furth er and the temperature upstream of the JT drops abruptly to -2 K. At 

thi s temperature the liquid behaves as superf1uid and it flows unimpeded 

through the JT va l ve. The uncontrolled rush of liqui d floods the l ower heat 

exchanger , reduces the cool ing efficiency and as a r esult the system deve lops 

a thermal ins tability. When this happens th e JT valve mu s t be s hut off so 

that the heat exchanger drie s out and the upstream liquid warms UP to He I 

t emperature before coo ling can r es ume . 

An undes irable thermal condition can develop un der s imilar circumstances 

where there i s excess refr i geration. When the temperature of the 10vler 

r eservo i r i s too low (<1 .7 K) or the temperature difference across the hea t 

exchanger is be low -100 mK, the heat flu x through the channe l connect inq the 

l ower and upper vesse l s i s reduced . Accordingl y the temperature grad i ent 

acro ss th e chann e l i s r educed by increas inq the effec tive l ength from the 

He II/He I interface to th e ma in He II bath. As result the interface moves 

up throu gh the tube until it crosses the channel entrance at the bottom of 

the He I reservoir. A stab le l ayer of co ld helium \vith a temperatur e T -£ 
A 

i s estab 1 i shed that draws heat from He I by conduction only (Fig. 2). 

SUPERLEAK 

One of th e design qoa1s of the He II test facility was to have a si mp l e 

procedure for magnet in s tallation before and after each test . Thi s was 

accomo1ished by using a breakab l e seal between all fl anges . Th e aop1icat ion 

of an e poxy res in sea l (50-50 mi x of Shell Eoon 828 and Ver samid 140) was 

found to be 1eakti ght even thouqh s uper 1eaks can deve lop in He II. Thi s 

procedure has been used about 30 times and found to be re liabl e . Th e onl y 

ti me a suoer1e ak was observed was when the membrane of a pressure transducer 
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developed a superleak. 

described below. 

The recorded superleak is shown in Fiq. 4 and 

The cool down from 4.4 K proceeded at first with no indication that any 

leak was present, as indicated by cooldown rate and vacuum. After superfluid 

was created and propagated throughout the dewar the He II/He I interface 

finally reached the top of the He II vessel and entered the connecting tube. 

At this time the superfluid also reached the superleak in the pressure trans

ducer located on the upper flange. The suoerleak spoiled the vacuum and the 

qas in the vacuum space cooled the He I vessel and warmed uo the lower dewar 

by convection. This heat leak raised the temperature in the vicinity of the 

suoerleak above the lambda temperature and the flow of helium into the vacuum 

s topoed. Slowl y the vacuum was pumped to its orig ina 1 value and cool down 

resumed at a temperature just above \ and continued unti 1 superfluid 

again reached the superleak area. This cycle was recorded for over 3 hours 

with the lower reservoir temperature oscillating around T~. In the time 

sequence the behavior indicated where the superleak mi ght be and when the 

pressure transducer was removed the superleak went away. To find such a 

superleak at room temperature is quite difficult if not impossible and this 

string of events led to its elimination. 

CALORIMETRY 

The isothermal behavior of superfluid He II and the absence of vaoor 

when it is used at 1 atmosphere provide the means for calorimetry usinq a 

straightforward enerqy balance. The rate of chanqe of temperature during 

magnet cycl inq is plotted in Fig. 5 and temoerature jumps due to energy dumos 

during magnet quenches are shown in Fig. 6. The absence of stratification 

is clearly visible althouQh some of the temperature sensors are located as 

far apart as 1.5 m. 
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Fig. 2 Tempera ture at various locat ions in the cryostat 
during coo l down. 
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Fig . 6 Cryostat temperature variations for severa l 
quenches with some coo ling in between. 
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